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What words start with g and sound like j



               (There are some exceptions to this rule.) The g character has two sounds, hard g and soft g. The hard sound of g occurs more frequently. Her voice is heard in gas, got, gums, etc. Soft G looks like j. heard in jewel, giant, gym, etc. Read these words. General age of cute orange bandage pack
girl germ damage hinge phase danger strange language strange luggage strange garbage management teenagers giant iggy fringe delicacy giant magic salvage ginger shell yaw spun slow engine imagine tragic apology gypsy clergy gym pudgy gyp stingily can you think of any more soft g words? Type
them using any of the soft spelling patterns g, (ge, gi, gy). Skill: Soft G (G, G, gy) = J sound (not always) _ put two angel pins in the hamster cage door package has a strong hinge. The teenager was afraid of strangers. A gymnastics class was held in a large room. Put the cute hamster in the cage. Giant
windmills can generate power. The gym has storage space. Can you guess my two-digit number? Angie underwent a tragic surgery. Can you imagine being a giant? Laziness is slow and pudgy. Gypsy Scrooge seduced me. I had a tragic fall and got emergency care. Spelling/practice dictation for soft g
words (ge, gi, gy) _ Please include some words in your sentences that have a spelling style (ji, g, guy) as in a cute, giant, gym. Remember all sentences start with a large letter and end with a point (.) or a question mark (?) or an exclamation mark (!) please be alert to good art skills.     
_____________________________________________________________________Please_ let's look at every satire and only when we use a particular spelling... 1. ) J character makes/j/sound character j makes/j/sound when it comes before a, o or u in the word is most often Anglo-Saxon. Let's look at
some examples: a blow-up jump jacket crowding 2.) The character g makes/j/sound character g makes/j/sound when followed by e, i or y in a word often derived from Greek or Latin (these languages do not use the symbol j to represent/j/sound). I would like to refer to g making/j/sound as part of the base
stick vowel. Let's look at some examples: a cute gem gym giant hydrogen ginger 3.) The characters -dge make/j/sound letters-dge make/j/sound at the end of one syllable word, followed by one short vowel. These words are most lyced esplant. I would like to refer to -dge making/j/sound as part of the
soldier base (this rule simply states that d is a soldier who stands silent protecting the voice of the short vowel in the middle of a great ge at the end of the floor). Let's look at some examples: bridge sledge badge on edge 4.) The letters -ge make/j/sound letters-ge make/j/sound in a single syllable word
after diphthong, static or long vowel sound. These words are most often Anglo-Saxon unless they are found at the end of the multi-character word, which is often derived from Greek or Latin. Let's look at a few examples: Cage Rouge cringe stooge revenge privilege note: The French also use the later age
and pronounce (äzh). For example: decoupage garage mirage corsage camouflage 5.) The d character makes/j/sound d character makes/j/sound when used with u connective. When u connects the root or keyword that ends with d to suffix, d makes /j/sound. These words are derived from Latin. Let's
look at some examples: one remaining progressive timeline is important to learn the five ways to spell/j/sound in English and the basic rules behind each spelling to help our students with precise decoding and coding skills. It cannot be assumed that our students with dyslexia understand these rules that
govern English and, therefore, need to give explicit instructions in order to be successful. In fact, all students will benefit from this knowledge.  Acquiring English is a true gift that can only be delivered by a qualified, passionate and dedicated teacher... Whether it's a parent, a school teacher, a speech and
language specialist, or someone who teaches other individual language skills. You're a life-changer and life saver for many! Thank you for the hours of dedication you have put in mastering your skill sets for others who are in dire need of you. Keep doing what you're doing because the world needs what
you just have to offer... Copyright © 2021 Double Media, LLC All Rights Reserved. The material on this site cannot be reproduced, distributed, transported, Or otherwise used, except with prior written permission to reproduce. Advertisement.EnchantedLearning.com is a user-certified site. As a bonus, site
members can access an ad-free version of the site, with easy-to-print pages. Click here to learn more. (Already a member? click here.) Estimate the level of our subscribers to this page: the first words that start with j sound (including words that start with j and soft g) gemGems shine and shine. Geography
is a study of the location of people and features on Earth and how they interact. Geology is a study of the structure of the earth, including rocks and minerals. Geometry engineering is a mathematical study of points, lines, angles and solids. Georgia Georgia is a state located in the southeastern United
States of America. Its capital is Atlanta. Gerbilgirbel is a small rodent that some people keep as pets. GerrothoraxGerrothorax was an ancient amphibian that lived more than 200 million years ago - it was extinct. Giant anteaterThe giant Anteater is the biggest anteater. It is 7 feet long, the giant earth is
huge, extinct mammals that lived through the last ice ages. It is also called Megatherium. This plant eater had claws resembling a giant panda hook. SquidGiant squid swimming in the deep ocean. They have ten arms and their eyes the size of gingerbread basketballballs is a spicy cake. Gingerbread men
and ginger bread women are little people-shaped cookies. Giraffe giraffe is the longest terrestrial. Jacket Jacket A is a short coat. Jack in Box A Jack in the Box is a game that can surprise you! Jack-o'-lanternA Jack-O'-Lantern is a carved pumpkin. It looks scary when you light up! Jack rabbitJack rabbits
are rabbits; Jack Russell's dog The Jack Russell Dog is a walker dog who was originally born to drive small animals from their burrows. JacksJacks is a traditional children's game. Jaguarjack is a large, spotted wild cat from South and Central America. JamJam is a spread made of fruit. A janitor is
someone who takes care of a building and cleans it. January is the first month of the year. Japan is a country in Asia known for its art, poetry, samurai and architecture. Japan's capital is Tokyo. JarJars are containers with a large slot and cover. The bubble sits open and closes your mouth and takes bites.
JayJays are beautiful, noisy birds. JeansJeans are pants made of denim fabric. Jefferson, Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826) wrote the Declaration of Independence and was the third president of the United States of America, serving from 1801 to 1809. jellyJelly is a spread made from fruit juice.
JellybeansJellybeans are colorful and sweet. Jelly jelly jelly jelly is an animal that has pungent claws. JerboaThe jerboa is a small, long-tailed rodent who jumps. He was an artist's clown for kings during the Middle Ages. The Jetta is a very fast, powerful aircraft. Jet Engine A is a powerful engine that
drives the plane. JewelJewels sparkle and shine. Rings jewelry, pins, earrings and necklaces are jewelry. Jigsaw puzzle to put jigsaw puzzle together, you match shapes. Joya Joy is a baby kangaroo. Johring is a good practice. Jokes you any good jokes? JoystickA joystick is used to play some computer
games. Judogodo is one of the martial arts. JugA carries liquid, like water. DiedTakes good coordination of manipulation. JuiceJuice is pressed from fruits or vegetables. July July is the seventh month of the year. Jump when you jump, go up and down. Jumping bean jumping beans is a seed pod that
lives caterpillar. When the larva moves, the seed pod moves. The caterpillar will eventually turn into a moth. Jumping butterfly bean jumping beans begins his life as an egg and a larva living in a seed pod (called jumping beans). This moth from Mexico jumprope there are a lot of different ways to jump the
rope. JuncoThis junco is a small singbird from North America. John Juno is the sixth month of the year. The forest forest is a wild tropical growth of trees, plants and animals. JunkA Scrap is a traditional Chinese sailboat made of wood. Jupiter is the largest planet in our solar system and the fifth planet of
the Sun. The Jurassic period flourished during the Jurassic period, 208-146 million years ago. Stegosaurus and Apatosaurus were dinosaurs that lived during the Jurassic period. Little Explorers image dictionaryorby audio at the beginning of the word enchanted learning® more than 35,000 web pages
web pages for potential subscribers, or click below to read our privacy policy search ing the enchanted learning website for: announcement. Declaration. Declaration. Copyright ©2002-2018 EnchantedLearning.com ------ how to cite a web page
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